NOTICE OF PESTICIDE:

X Registration

— Reregistration

(Under FIFRA, as amended)

Name and Address of Registrant (include ZIP Code):

Zeneca Ag Products
Becky Rhodes
Regulatory Product Manager
P.O. Box 15458
Wilmington, DE 19850-5458

Note: Changes in labeling differing in substance from that accepted in connection with this registration must be submitted to and accepted by the Registration Division prior to use of the label in commerce. In any correspondence on this product always refer to the above EPA registration number.

On the basis of information furnished by the registrant, the above named pesticide is hereby registered/reregistered under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act.

Registration is in no way to be construed as an endorsement or recommendation of this product by the Agency. In order to protect health and the environment, the Administrator, on his motion, may at any time suspend or cancel the registration of a pesticide in accordance with the Act. The acceptance of any name in connection with the registration of a product under this Act is not to be construed as giving the registrant a right to exclusive use of the name or to its use if it has been covered by others.

This product is conditionally reregistered in accordance with FIFRA sec. 3(c)(7)(A) provided that you:

1. Submit and/or cite all data required for registration of your product under FIFRA when the Agency requires all registrants of similar products to submit such data; and submit acceptable responses required for reregistration of your product under FIFRA.

2. Submit one (1) copy of your final printed labeling before you release the product for shipment.

If these conditions are not complied with, the registration will be subject to cancellation in accordance with FIFRA sec. 6(e). Your release for shipment of the product constitutes acceptance of these conditions.

A stamped copy of the label is enclosed for your records.

Signature of Approving Official: [Signature]

Date: 11-8-00
GLYPHOSATE ACID TECHNICAL

For Manufacturing Use Only

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Glyphosate, N (phosphonomethyl) glycine ........................................... 88.0%

INERT INGREDIENTS

TOTAL .................................................. 100.0%

EPA Reg. No. 10182-UGT
EPA Est. No. 10182-

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION

Made in Belgium

ZENECA Ag Products
ZENECA Ag Products Inc.
Wilmington, DE 19850-5458

ACCEPTED

NOV 8 2000

Under the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act,
as amended, for the pesticides
registered under
EPA Reg. No. 10182-UGT
FIRST AID

IF ON SKIN
• Take off contaminated clothing.

OR CLOTHING:
• Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.
• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF IN EYES:
• Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.
• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment.

CALL ZENECA'S MEDICAL EMERGENCY INFORMATION NETWORK AT 1-800-327-8633
(1-800-F-A-S-T-M-E-D) FOR 24-HOUR EMERGENCY MEDICAL ASSISTANCE.

CALL CHEMTREC AT 1-800-424-9300 FOR A CHEMICAL EMERGENCY such as spill, leak, fire, or accident.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION

Harmful if absorbed through skin. Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with skin, eyes, or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

Do not discharge effluent containing this product into lakes, streams, ponds, estuaries, oceans or other waters unless in accordance with the requirements of a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit and the permitting authority has been notified in writing prior to discharge. Do not discharge effluent containing this product to sewer systems without previously notifying the local sewage treatment plant authority. For guidance, contact your State Water Board or Regional Office of the EPA.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

This product may be used to formulate products for specific uses(s) not listed on the MP label if the formulator, user group, or grower has complied with U.S. EPA data submission requirements regarding the support of such uses(s).

Only For Formulation into a Herbicide for the Following Uses:

Terrestrial Food Crop and Nonfood:
- airports/landing fields
- alfalfa, clover, grasses, and pastures
- berries, fruits, nuts, and vines
- Christmas tree plantations
- conservation compliance/
  - conservation reserve program (CRP)
- corn, including glyphosate tolerant
- cotton, including glyphosate tolerant
- fallowland and postharvest
- farmsteads
- grasses and grass seed production
- herbs
- highways and roadsides
- industrial areas
- lumberyards
- ornamental woody shrubs, shade trees, and vines

Terrestrial Food Crop and Nonfood:
- outdoor buildings/structures
- parks
- paved areas
- peanuts
- petroleum tank farms
- rangeland
- recreational areas
- rights-of-way, fence rows, hedgerows
- small grains
- sorghum
- soybeans, including glyphosate-tolerant
- sugarcane
- sunflower
- turf
- vegetables
- wildlife habitat areas

Aquatic Food Crop and Nonfood:
- canals
- ditches
- estuaries
- lakes
- parks
- ponds
- railroads
- reservoirs
- rice
- rights-of-way
- rivers
- streams
- wildlife habitat areas

Greenhouse Food and Nonfood

Forestry

Domestic Outdoor by Commercial Applicators Only:
- along fences
- around buildings
- flowerbeds
- patios
- recreational areas
- shrubs and trees
- vegetable gardens
- walkways
**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

Do not contaminate water, food, feed, or seed by storage or disposal.

Wastes resulting from the use of this product that cannot be used or chemically reprocessed should be disposed of in a landfill approved for pesticide disposal or in accordance with applicable local procedures.

Emptied container retains vapor and product residue. Observe all labeled safeguards until container is cleaned, reconditioned, or destroyed. Triple rinse emptied container. Then, offer for recycling or reconditioning, or puncture and dispose of in accordance with local procedures.
CONDITIONS OF SALE
AND LIMITATION OF WARRANTY AND LIABILITY

NOTICE: Read the entire Directions for Use and Conditions of Sale and Limitation of Warranty and Liability before buying or using this product. If the terms are not acceptable, return the product at once, unopened, and the purchase price will be refunded.

The Directions for Use of this product should be followed carefully. It is impossible to eliminate all risks inherently associated with the use of this product. All such risks shall be assumed by Buyer and User, and Buyer and User agree to hold ZENECA and Seller harmless for any claims relating to such factors.

ZENECA warrants that this product conforms to the chemical description on the label and is reasonably fit for the purposes stated in the Directions for Use, subject to the inherent risks referred to above, when used in accordance with directions under normal use conditions. This warranty does not extend to the use of this product contrary to label instructions, or under abnormal conditions or under conditions not reasonably foreseeable to or beyond the control of Seller or ZENECA, and Buyer and User assume the risk of any such use. ZENECA MAKES NO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE NOR ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY EXCEPT AS STATED ABOVE.

In no event shall ZENECA or Seller be liable for any incidental, consequential or special damages resulting from the use or handling of this product. THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE USER OR BUYER, AND THE EXCLUSIVE LIABILITY OF ZENECA AND SELLER FOR ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LOSSES, INJURIES OR DAMAGES (INCLUDING CLAIMS BASED ON BREACH OF WARRANTY, CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE) RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS PRODUCT, SHALL BE THE RETURN OF THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT OR, AT THE ELECTION OF ZENECA OR SELLER, THE REPLACEMENT OF THE PRODUCT.

ZENECA and Seller offer this product, and Buyer and User accept it, subject to the foregoing conditions of sale and limitations of warranty and of liability, which may not be modified except by written agreement signed by a duly authorized representative of ZENECA.